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Phase I

Phase 1
Phase 1 of the project started
with identifying the problems
through actual field studies
and a thorough literature
survey.
97 tools which can be used
for bamboo were identified
and made. A prototype of
tool kit with many
innovations  evolved.
A set of 4 hand operated
machines were developed.
Feed back workshops
validated the tools and
machines.
Several naural dye colouring
methods as well as
treatments were also
developed and brought as
printed manuals.



'Tool' Tradition In Bamboo Craft

Bamboo craft is age old and highly developed in North East.  In a remote tribal home one finds an
excellent piece of 'bamboo and cane' craft item.  'Khonoma' basket in Nagaland or equisit  basket
of Manipur are sophisticated in skills, but made in small numbers and often for a particular
occasion or a person.  Commercial cosiderations play a secondary role in these cases.  Compared
to this Tripura has a commercialised, village based mass production of baskets, mats etc.  The well-
known Tripura basket (also called Surya Mukhi) is made by all the persons in villages like Nalchar or
Koimura.

But in spite of varied fashions in making, the attitude to 'tool' has remained same: One 'tool' for all
purposes.  In fact the Indian craftperson is so innovative that he or she is able to use the same tool
'Dhau' for all purposes starting from cutting of bamboo culm to splitting,strip making and finishing.
This practice of using one tool is also common through out the country.  However each area has its
own 'Dhau' or ‘Katti’ which is distinct in its design and use.  Thus we have in the North East, Naga
Dhau, Assam Dhau, Manipuri  Dhau, Tripura Dhau and Katti in other parts of the country.

Tripura Dhau used in Assam

Naga dhau being used in different ways

'Tool' Tradition In Bamboo Craft

 Cane split in Andaman  using tool in Tripura style
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Small variations in the design are common.Quite often each 'Dhau' is made to
suit  specific requirement of the particular craft person who has ordered it.  Only in
some places like in Nagaland and Assam one can see the 'dhaus' being sold in the
village markets or by a particular toolmaker.Training at 'BCDI' (Bamboo & Cane
Development Institute) at Agartala is based on use of 'Tripura Dhau'.Large number of
craft person in Assam use Tripura dhau as they belong to Begalee community.

Craft persons also use few more tools though 'dhau' remains the major tool.A
folding knife is often used for splitting and other purposes.  This being handy
craftsmen use it as a pocket knife.  In Nagaland and  Arunachal tribal males carry the
'dhau' all the time in the day traditionally.  This has multiple functions like 'clearing the
jungle', ‘cutting a piece of bamboo’, 'bunch of bananas' or ‘for self- defence from a
wild animal’.

It is difficult to document or collect a sample of tool as it is often used in a
specific region and is not made for sale.  The information trickled down slowly as the
project proceeded.  A bow saw made with a cane frame and standard hack saw blade
was found in Arunachal Pradesh. A combination of two knives with height adjustment
to size different widths of cane binding was being used in Andaman and Nicobar
Islands.

Manipuri Dhau katti used in Orissa cane width sizing in Andaman

'Tool' Tradition In Bamboo Craft

Manipuri Dhau

Variations in Manipuri Dhau
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The tools all over the country are made
locally by the 'village smiths'.  The material used is
the 'spring steel' taken from old vehicles.  The flat
springs of Maruti Zipsy are quite popular.  Spring
steel  is an ideal material as it can take the
sharpness due to high carbon in it.  The tool is
forged into shape.  The craft person shows a
piece for shape.  But generally an experienced
'smith' has all the relevant knowledge and
generally knows what the shape of a local 'dhau'
should be.  Thus 'he' is the designer -producer of
the tools currently.

The 'dhaus' are tempered by quenching in
water after forging to shape.  At some places
handles are fixed and given.  Otherwise the craft
person gets the handle fixed by a carpenter.

Materials and processes for  Making ‘Dhaus’

In Nagaland one tool maker in Dimapur
makes the handles in bamboo, smokes them for
insect protection and fixes with the blade.  A
cane binding is done on the handle.

Spring steel being heated for forging in a village of Meghalaya

A naga Dhau being made in Dimapur Bamboo Handles being smoked for naga dhau
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Tools For Bamboo Around The World

A literature search and survey was made to identify the
tools used for bamboo all over the 'World'.  It is difficult
to get organized information at one stroke.  It is even
more difficult to get the 'samples of actual tools'.  Earlier
exposure of Prof. A.G. Rao to Indonesia, Thailand and
China helped in getting wider information.  A book
published by INBAR, though did not contain drawings of
the tools, was a good starting point.

Tools from sister trades like carpentry were studied to
identify the tools usable for Bamboo.  Eventually 97 tools
usable for bamboo and cane were identified.  Few
readily available tools were procured.  For rest of the
tools sketches and drawings were made, often decoding
from the photographs or poorly illustrated sketches.

References
1. Salama.R.A, Dictionery of Tools,
   George Allen & Unwin Ltd, London, 1975

2.Gnanaharan. R and Mosteiro.A.P, Local
Tools,Equipment and Technologies for Processing
RattanINBAR,,New Delhi,1997.

3. Cort Louise Allison ,Kenji Nakamura, A Basketmaker
in Rural Japan, Smithsonian Institution,Washington D.C
1995

4.Training Manual, International Bamboo handicraft
Training Course,Yiyang,China,October1999.

5.Cusack  Victor, Bamboo World, Kangaroo Press,
Australia, 1999.

From the drawings mock-up models in polystyrene
were made to full size.  These models were given to
the local smith who forged  the tools based on them .
It was necessary to give the exact shape to the smith.

A process analysis was done to identify various tools
required at each stage.  An ergonomic study was also
made to see the appropriateness  of grips and
postures.

 plastic mock-up of chinese rounded scraping
 knife  made and given to local smith

Tool pictures from chinese literature
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A skilled craft person from Tripura working on the project
and Smt. Gangamma local craft person associated with
the project gave important initial feed back.

Simultaneously few new products were designed and
developed.  The product development was used as an
opportunity to innovate new tools.  Earlier experience of
a project 'Bamboo Link', sponsored by   INBAR
( International Network for Bamboo and Rattan) and few
student design projects like developing stools and Chairs
gave valuable insights into the requirement of new tools
in Bamboo Craft.

Out of these studies, an IDC Gauge,
IDC multipurpose tool, Sand paper pad, Sand
paper files emerged.  IDC gauge evolved over
a period to culminate into handy new item.
IDC piercing tool was developed due to the
problem faced while making holes in
Newspaper baskets. Use of a drill bit ground to
a needle shape helped in making holes without
splitting of strips.IDC weaving tool took shape
with a suggestion from a BCDI instructer during
get-up workshop.

IDC student Ravi Koka working with Mumbai craftsman Patil in
developing complex contours of a chair

Rudrapal binding the rim of the chair  using a piercing tool

Thus 97 tools emerged as a tool bank.  All
these tools were classified according to
operations and named. As such no standard
names were available.  All the tools along with
pictures  are listed in the next pages.

Tool  Developmentt

Gangamma using a tool for inserting a strip
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Common Hacksaw

Adjustable Hacksaw

Chinese Hacksaw

Chinese bowsaw

L-Shaped saw

Hand saw

Coping saw

Crook Stick

Slasher

Bill Hook

Axe

Japanese Hatchet

Thai Harvesting Blade

Half-Round Scrapper

Pull Scrapper

Japenese Scrapping Knife

Scrapping Knife

Phillippine Knifè Parag̀

Short Plane

Rounding  Plane

HARVESTING SCRAPPING LENGTH SIZING

7
  List of Tools



Chinese Machette

Chinese Cleaving Knife

Chinese Small Splitter

8 Blade Radial Splitter

12 Blade Radial Splitter

16 Blade Radial Splitter

Splitting Cross

Splitting  Wedges

Split Axe

Lath maker̀ s Split axe

SPLITTING  RADIAL SPLITTING  RADIAL SPLITTING  RADIAL

Assam Dhau

Manipur Dhau

Tripura Dhau

Machette

Chinese Broad Knife

Round Knife

4 Blade Rasdial Splitter
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  List of Tools



  List of Tools

Double Edged Cleaving Knife

Tripura Dhau

Chiesel Edge Cleaving Knife

Cleaving knife

Indian Foldable knife

Indian Splitting Knife

Balinese Splitting Knife

SPLITTING  RADIAL SHAVING & SIZING SHAVING & SIZING

Tripura Dhau

Shaving Knife

Small Shaving Knife

Japanese Faceting Knife

Chinese Shaving Angle

Chinese Shaving Chisel

Japanese Thinning Knife

Shop Knife

DRILLING

Bow Hand Drill

Hand Drill

Powered Hand Drill
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TRIMMING SHAPING SHAPING

Common scissors

Curved jaw shears

Pruning  scissors

Sheet  trimmer

Strip cutter

Goose wing knife

Profile knife

Profile Blade

Stick Rounding Plate

Stick Rounding Tool

Stick Rounding Tin

Balinese Chisel

Balinese Furniture Knife

Bevel Edged Chisel

Scooping  Chisel

MEASURING TOOLS

IDC Gauge

Steel rule

Folding scale

10
  List of Tools



  List of Tools
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MEASURING TOOLS

Tailor̀ s Tape

Steel Tape

Inside Callipers

Outside Callipers

Divider

Compass

REMOVAL OF KNOTS

Scooping Tools

Scooping Chisel

Scooping Hook

Scooping Knife

Uniform thickness tool

Basket shaver

UNIFORM THICKNESS

Sizing knives

Sizing blades

Uniform width tool

IDC Width Sizer

WIDTH SIZING

FINISHING

Files

Needle File



  List of Tools
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FINISHING  TOOLS

Needle File

Sandpaper block

Sandpaper Folding Pad

Sandpapers

PROPPING  TOOLS

Propping knife

Propping spoon

Propping spike

Bent propping spike

Strip crossing knife

SPACING TOOLS

Spacing knife

Taper spacing knife

PIERCING TOOL

Piercing spike

Gimlet

IDC Piercing Tool

VICE

Indonesian vice

Chinese work bench
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Brush

BENDING TOOLS FIXING  TOOLS

Heat Bending Tube

Cane Bending Tool

Bar Bending Wrench

Straightening Fixture

Straightening Vice

Wooden Mallet

Bamboo Mallet

Carving Mallet

Hammer

BRUSHES

  List of Tools



Listing of all tools  and catogarising them based
on functions became a good starting point for
feed back. Along with the general  tools concepts
for two types of tool kits were also conceived: a
general tool kit with 18 tools and an advanced
tool kit with more than 30 tools.

These ideas and information were presented  by
prof.Rao in a workshop organized by NIFT at
Delhi for designers and craftpersons from North
East.The workshop was attended by
representatives of the export promotion Council
as well exporters of bamboo cane products from
Delhi. A seperate pesentation was also made to
to Mr. Vinod Malhotra, adviser to UNDP
programme as well as to the resident head of
UNDP programme at Delhi who visited the
workshop.
IDC designer Avinash Shinde and skilled craft
person Niranjan Rudrapaul participated in the
10 day workshop to interact further with craft
persons from Arunachal Pradesh, Tripura, etc.
and Delhi designers and to get an initial feed
back as well as requirements identified from
either side. New Designs demanded new tools

Feed back on Tool Concepts:Delhi workshop

Feed back on Tool Concepts

With the feed back on the concepts and
further analysis of the requirements, one tool
kit was finalised out  of  the two.
A prototype of the tool kit was made. Making
of all the 97 tools and a tool kit prepared a
ground to call for a  feedback workshop.
CBTC (Cane and Bamboo Technology
Development Centre) headed by Mr.Kamesh
salam which was taking shape took the
initiative to organise  a workshop at
Guwahati.
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After the Delhi
workshop, a full set
of all the tools listed
were made by
working with a local
Smith.These were
tried out to get a
feel of them.The
photographes of the
various tools kept
as board tools at
Bambu Studio of
IDC can be seen in
the next pages.



BOARD 1

1.  L- SHAPE SAW
2.  COMMON HACK SAW
3.  HUNTER'S SAW
4.  ADJUSTABLE SAW
5.  CHINESE HACKSAW
6.  COPING SAW
7.  CHINESE BOW SAW
8.  INDIAN CANE FRAMESAW
9.  HAND SAW

BOARD2

10. ROUND KNIFE
11. CHINESE BOARD KNIFE
12. CHINESE SMALL SPLITTER
13. SPLITTING CROSS
14.1  ASSAM DHAU
14.2  MANIPURA DHAU
15. TRIPURA DHAU
16. CHINESE MACHETE
17. MACHETE
18 .SPLITTING WEDGE
19. CHINESE CLEAVING KNIFE
20 .SPLIT AXE

21 .LATHMAKER'S SPLIT AXE

1

2

8

7

4

3

6 9

5

10

16

11

13
12

19

18

17

14.1

14.2

15

20

21

2

Tool Board Tools
All the tools were actually made for testing and  using. One set of
tools to CBTC and one set to BCDI  were  supplied as a tool library
for Training

Tool Board ToolsTool Board Tools
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BOARD 3

22 HALF ROUND SCRAPER
23. PULL SCRAPER
24. DOUBLE EDGED CLEAVING KNIFE
25. CHISEL EDGED CLEAVING KNIFE
26. CLIPPING KNIFE
27. INDIAN SPLITTING KNIFE
28. JAPANESE SCRAPING KNIFE
29. CLEAVING KNIFE
30. INDIAN FOLDABLE KNIFE
31. SHORT PLANE
32. ROUND BOTTOM PLANE
33. SCRAPING KNIFE

34. PHILIPPINE KNIFE PARANG

BOARD 4

35. SMALL SHAVING KNIFE
36. JAPANESE THINNING KNIFE
37. SCOOPING SPADE
38. PROFILE KNIFE
39. PROFILE BLADE
40. SIRING KNIVES
41. GOOSE WING KNIFE
42.1 CHINESE SHAVING CHISEL
42.2 JAPANESE FACETING KNIFE
43. SCOOPING TOOL
44. CHINESE SCOOPING TUBE
45. INDONESIAN PAN GOT
46. BALINESE SPLITTING KNIFE
47. BALINESE FURNITURE KNIFE
48. SHOP KNIFE
49. BALINESE CHISEL
50. BEVELEDGE KNIFE
51. SCOOPING CHISEL

23

22

24

25

26

27

28

29

33

32

31

34

30

35
36

37

42.1

41

40

39

38

43

44

49

42.2

48

45

45

47
50

51

Tool Board ToolsTool Board Tools
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             BOARD 5

         52. BOW HAND DRILL
         53. HAND DRILL
         54. CANE BENDING TOOL
         55. HAMMER
         56. DROPING KNIFE
         57. GIMLET
         58. PIERCING SPIKE
         59. BENDING WRENCH
         60. WOODEN MALLET
         61.1 BENT DROPING SPIKE
         61.2 PROPPING SPOON
         62. STRIP CROSSING KNIFE
         63. SPACING KNIFE
         64. TAPER SPACING KNIFE]
         65. METAL MALLET
         66. CARVING MALLET

                BOARD 6

          67. IDC GAUGE
          68. STEEL RULE
         69. COMMON SCISSORS
         70. BRUSHES
         71. OUTSIDE CALIPERS
         72. INSIDE CALIPERS
         73. FOLDING SCALE
         74. TAILORS TAPE
         75. STEEL TAPE
         76. CURVED JAW SHEARS
         77. NEEDLE FILES

         78. DIVIDER COMPASS

52

53

54

55

59

57 58

56

61.1

61.2

60

65

6664

62

63

67

68

71

72

73

74

78

75
69

77
70

76

Tool Board ToolsTool Board Tools
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Get-up Workshop

The workshop called 'Get-up' covered various
sessions on use of tool kits, small machines
developed by IDC, on Costing, Production
planning, new designs and product specific tools,
use of moulds etc.  Participants also visited IIT-
Guwahati to see the facilities of Design
Department for Bamboo Craft.

30 craft persons, entrepreneurs and Govt.
officials from all over North East participated in
the workshop.
Day to day time table and the list of persons who
attended the workshop are given in the
Annexture1

Participants at get up  workshop  with the new tools  in the background

Mr.Pariyat,M.D of MHHDC discussing
with his group of craftpersons

18
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A systematic feed back  was collected by giving  specially prepared forms  to know the usability
of each tool out of the '97' tools as well as in the proposed tool kit.  Many demands came to include
more tools in the tool kit.  Foldable pruning Saw was in great demand as it gives clean cut with green
bamboo.

Mr.Malhotra, Adviser to the UNDP programme, a representative of DST, Dr.Ramanuja Rao of
INBAR, Kamesh Salam of CBTC, Prof.Nadkarni of IIT Guwahati,Mr.Hatzau,regional director ,D.C (H)
were also present in the  feed back session to validate the tools.

Two tool kits were given to C.B.T.C. to collect further feed back  from workshops to be
conducted at different places.

Prof. A.G.Rao made a presentation at a workshop in Nagaland on tools and moulds,
conducted by C.B.T.C. team.

Thus a complete tool kit with '33' items along with well-illustrated Manual emerged by the end
of the 1st phase.  The final prototype was presented at the Guwahati review meeting held by D.C.(H)
and UNDP at C.B.T.C.

Mr.Vinod Malhotra  with Dr.Ramanuja Rao behind Prof.Nadkarni along with Montu Das and other participants

Proposed tool kit components
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Development of Tool Kit-tools

Tools in the tool kit evolved over a period of one year.
Sequence of operatins from cutting raw bamboo to
finishing the product was studied to identify the tools
required in the tool kit. Continuous feedback from the
two craft persons at IDC and the work shops and
interactions with craft groups helped in optimizing the
tools.  The tools can be grouped  into 3 categories,
which are coded with symbols.

1. Readily available :  Bamboo Craft persons
traditionally have been making woven products for
which 'Dhau' used in many ways, a tape to measure, a
small knife to insert strips and a spike to pierce  have
been adequate. When we envisage new products use of
carpentry tools become inevitable. Thus readily
available tools form 1/3rd of the tools.  A major
advantage in buying readily available tools is that they
are cheaper as they are produced in large numbers.

2. Adopted and modified:  Bamboo Craft in India is less
exposed to Chinese or Japanese craft practices.  Half
round scrapper, propping knife are adopted from
Chinese tools.  Tools like Rasp Chisel file, Key-hole saw
and matchette are taken from
Carpenter's tools and modified for use with bamboo.

3. Newly Innovated :  10 - 12 tools are IDC
innovations.  Jig plane is a new concept for easy
removal of knots.  Similarly Cane binding needle, IDC
width sizer, IDC multi- purpose knife have been
innovated for effective use in working with Bamboo

Development of Tool Kit-toolsss
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Tools based on process

Mini hack saw is easily available.  Fine cuts can be made easily with
Mini hack saw. It is very useful for making fine precise parts in
Bamboo .

Key hole saw is adopted from the existing saws.  Key hole saw can
be very useful to cut blind holes in bamboo from one end for
furniture.

Sawing ToolsTools based on process

The Tool kit-Tools were developed,
based on the processes involved
in converting raw bamboo into
end products. Various  processes
from cutting raw bamboo to
finishing and fine weaving were
studied sequentially which helped
in catagorizing and finding the
new tools required.. All the tool
kit-tools are grouped based on
the processes.

21

Cutting bamboo to different sizes would demand sawing operation. But
traditionally bamboo craft persons seldom use saws of any kind.Cross cutting
of bamboo is done with ‘Dhau’ As most of the work is done with 'green
bamboo' chopping with 'Dhau' is adequate for making traditional
objects. Hack Saw is a common engineering tool which can be used
by bamboo craft persons.  Hack saw is ideal for cutting 'dry bamboo'
as well as hard varieties of bamboo in green stage.  Hack saw
though slow in operation gives a clean cut.  The hack saw used in
the tool kit is made by Mac Forge' a Mumbai based company
exporting Hack saws.

Adjustable Hacksaw

Foldable Pruning Saw

Mini Hacksaw

Key Hole Saw

Pruning  Saw given in the tool kit is very
effective for cutting Hallow green
bamboo.  It gives clean straight cuts.
Pruning Saws are not made in India.
The one provided in the tool kit is
imported from other countries.The
pruning saw is foldable and easy to
carry.  It can be very useful to cut
bamboo from grove.



Scrapping Tools

Scrapping of outer skin of bamboo is
common in N.E.  Normally 'Dhau' is used for
this purpose.  Since 'Dhau' is not specifically
designed for scraping, the operation
becomes strenuous, time- consuming and
inefficient.  Half round scraper is a Chinese
tool, which is effective for this purpose.

 Getting the correct half round shape is
difficult and timeconsuming by traditional
methods of ‘Smithy’. Alternatives were
looked at. Shaping by laser cutting became
attractive as it gives not only correct shape
but is inexpensive for small production
numbers.

The scrapper in the tool kit is laser cut and
the sharp edge is ground using a special jig.
It is made of spring steel and hardened.

TTools based on processools
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Half Round Scrapper

Jig Plane

Jig plane is an IDC innovation.  The jig
attachment to a small wooden plane acts as a
guide to remove 'knots' on the outer side of
bamboo.  Traditionally the operation is done with
'Dhau', which is difficult and inefficient.  The jig
attachment  can be placed on either side of the
plane to  give guidance for 2 sizes of bamboo.
Craft persons can make their own jig
attachment to suit the size of bamboo they are
using,  if needed.



Strip Making Tools

Machette

IDC Multipurpose Knife

IDC Fine Splitting Knife

Pruning  Scissors

There are five tools in the tool kit for strip making.
Machette has a plain wide blade and can be
used for splitting Bamboo into half.  It can
replace Dhau in most of the operations.  A
rubber strip inserted inside the wooden handle
gives cushioning.  This reduces the impact on the
hands while cutting bamboo.

IDC multi purpose knife has multiple functions.
It can be used for scrapping, strip making as well
as for making round sticks.  It can also be used
for inserting strips while weaving baskets.

IDC fine splitting knife is ideal for making fine
splits with its wide blade.  Craft persons often like
to 'grind' the sharp edge further to give a uniform
slope spread over the blade as per their
requirement.

IDC width sizer is a handy tool with '3' fixed given
width sizes. It can be adjusted to different widths
by moving the blade up and down.

Pruning Scissors is a bought out item, normally
used for gardening.  It is very useful for cutting
bamboo strips without causing splits, due to the
curvature in the blades.

Tools based on processoolsTools
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IDC Width Sizer

Readily available

Adopted and modified

Newly innovated



IDC gauge was developed with the specific needs of
bamboo craft person in mind.
One can check even 0.25 mm thickness using
IDC gauge, which is made by 'laser cutting' to give
accurate measurements.  0.5 mm and 1,2,3,4,5mm are
common  measurements  required by bamboo weavers.
IDC gauge  caters to these needs. It also helps in
adjusting small machines like 'width sizer' to the exact
width.

Inside Caliperse  can be used to measure inside
dimensions of small basket rims .

Outside Caliperse helps in taking outside dimensions.

A steel rule of 12" length is also provided in the tool kit,
as the tailors' tape is not accurate and inconvenient to
use for certain type of measurements.

Measuring tape also called Tailor’s tape  is  useful in
measuring circumference of the baskets for making
rims.It is handy to measure length of bamboo etc,.

Tools based on processoolsTools based on process
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Measuring tools

IDC Gauge

Inside Callipers

Outside Callipers

Steel Rule

Measuring Tape

In bamboo craft traditionally measuring
has been by the 'feel'  craft persons
develops.   Tailors' tape is some times used
for length and circumference measuring.
Thickness of strips is maintained only by
‘feel’. Experienced craft persons are able to
do 'even' strips  without measuring.

These  measurements become important in
making of items like furniture, baskets with tight
fit lids, lamps etc.

New products, which have  to fit
other parts demand  measuring.

Measuring tools quite
often become  the means
for introducing 'literacy' to
bamboo craft persons.

The learning of numbers
become more meaningful
for 'adult craft persons'
who are skeptic of adult
education programmes.



Marking needs for a bamboo craftperson are
few. Often marking is done using a strip of
bamboo as a measure to get same lengths.
 Readily available 'bangle' or any plate is used
to mark a circle.
 A set of templates containing different sizes of
circles and ellipses are provided in the tool kit.
A standard template used by school children is
also givenin the tool kit.
Tempates are handy to mark exact geometrical
shapes.
Templates can be used for marking exact holes
in furniture making and in marking mats to the
required shape for trays and other products.
The  compass  can used to mark circles of
desired radius.

Tools based on processoolsTools

 Marking tools

Templates

Compass

Readily available

Adopted and modified

Newly innovated
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No special tools are used currently in Bamboo and
cane  weaving.  But special tools can aid weaving
process.  IDC weaving tool is like a shoemakers
stitching needle.  The suggestion for the tool came form
a B.C.D.I. instructor Shri Makan Das during ‘get-up’
workshop. The IDC weaving tool helps in fine weaves,
which are done in Tripura for lamp-shades.

Propping knife is a Chinese tool mainly used for
inserting strips in to weave or legs into a basket.  The
shallow groove creates room to insert a new strip once
the tool is pushed into the weave with its sharper tip.

Tools based on processoolsTools

A sitting mat added in the tool kit is also based on a
suggestion made in the get-up work- shop by a craft
person.  It is handy for craft persons who sit on the
ground traditionally.

IDC Weaving Tool

Propping Knife

Work Board

Sitting Mat
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The circular guides can help in weaving Tripura's
tangential weave (surya mukhi) baskets.  The horizontal
and vertical axes can help in checking the right angles
of a mat while weaving.

Work-board is a new concept introduced to facilitate
weaving as well as mounting moulds.Often weavers in
the villages are sitting on the ground and weaving.
When fine mats are to be woven with precision a need
for plain surface arises.The board also has circles and
8 axes to guide the weaving.
The board  can accommodate a pin in the centre.
 A specially made metal pin, which can act as a
fulcrum for the moulds can be inserted at the centre of
board.  The circular or elliptcal moulds  are rotated on
the board  for making rims for the baskets. The central
pin is also used to make plates etc with coil technique

Weaving tools



A hand drill is a common tool for making holes.
 But Bamboo craft person seldom uses it as it is not
required  in making traditional items.
 The manually operated drill in the kit, given with a
special 'tool bit', can be used to make holes in thin strips
of bamboo without splitting them.
Hand drill can  also be used to cut  bigger holes in
bamboo for furniture etc.

A small hammer given in the tool kit helps to fix bamboo
nails with precision.

IDC piercing tool is specially made to pierce holes
without splitting the strips in baskets  where the rims are
bound by 'cane’.The piercing tool is rotated as its sharp
tip pierces into the strip.The standard drill bit ground  in
to a 'spike' shape  facilitates piercing of holes.

Rim binding needle is another IDC innovation.
A special slot at one end of the needle is provided.
Tip of the binding cane can be inserted in to this slot
from one end.  This facilitates easy binding of the 'rims' of
baskets as this tool can be used like a suing needle.

A small box is provided to store the rim binding needle,
drill bits, tape, etc.

Tools based on processoolsTools based on process

Binding Tools

Hand Drill

Hammer

IDC Piercing Tool

Rim Binding Needle

Small Box
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Bamboo products are bound by cane, a nail or
adhesive like fevicol.  Four tools were identified
in this binding or assembling process.



Readily available

Adopted and modified

Newly innovated

Emery Stones

Two emery  sticks of special shape are given in the
tool kit to sharpen the  tools.  General sharpening
is usually done with a standard emery stone block.

Tools based on process

Sharpening Tools

Tools based on processools
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The half round emery stick is
needed to sharpen the 'round
profiles in  Half round
scrapper and

IDC multipurpose knife.

The triangular emery  stick is specially made to
sharpen the blades of pruning saw.  The angle of the
stone is made to fit gaps in the pruning saw thereby
making precise sharpening of the saw possible.



Bamboo Craft persons use only 'knife' or 'dhau' for finishing
as the work is done always with green bamboo.
But dry bamboo finishing is important in products.  A
sandpaper pad facilitates easy finishing of strips. Thin strips
of bamboo are pulled after folding the sand paper pad with
strip in between’

The sand paper file is useful to finish joints etc.

Two needle files of triangular and half round shapes are
also given in tool kit.
They are useful for finishing fine slots in bamboo.
Sharpening of tools  like pruning saw and half round
scrapper can also be done with the needle files.

A 'Chisel edged rasp file' is an IDC innovation.  Long rasp
file is cut to short length and the edge made to wedge
shape to act as a chisel.  Rasp chisel File can be used as
chisel.  Its main use is to make finished holes on one side
of round bamboo for furniture joints.

Tools based on processoolsTools based on process

Finishing Tools
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Sand Paper Pad

Sand Paper File

Needle File

Chisel  edged Rasp File



The tool kit bag is specially made to give an identity to the 'bamboo craft tools'. The
specially dyed 'Seethal patti' on the top of the bag gives sophisticated look.The bag is
reinforced with a thick PVA sheet to strengthen the bag.  Inside components are
powder coated for better looks and to prevent rusting.  All the components like 'legs'
of the bag are carefully selected for better quality and aesthetics.
Inside the bag specially designed folder holds the tools. The graphics makes it easy to
locate each tool in its special pouch.

Tool kit Bag

Tool kit Bag 30
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A manual for the tool-kit became necessary,
as 2/3rd of the tools were new to bamboo
craft person. Since many craft persons may be
illiterate, visually elucidating the functions
become important.  Initial version has been
brought out in English, as it was most
acceptable in North East.
A systematic methodology was adopted to
choose the illustrations.  Initially a 'video' in a
digital format was taken for each tool while
being used in different ways.  Then '3' to '4'
salient frames were chosen which illustrate the
'salient' use of each tool.  These photographs
were later converted into line drawings using
computer as well as free hand sketching.
Thus not only the aesthetic quality of
illustration is achieved but also the correctness
of postures were ensured.
For Clarity of details each of the tool is
rendered in ink with a high professional
standard.Thus the manual explains the tool, its
material, maintenance in addition to how it is
to be used. The cover page with an attractive
illustration is laminated to ensure long usage
in the hands of craft persons.
The Tool kit Manual has 40 pages with
illustrations for each tool as seen in the
sample page for IDC multipurpose knife.

IDC Multipurpose Knife

The IDC multipurpose knife is designed to have blades
on all edges for multiple functions. Its round handle fits

in the palm providing good grip.

                 Scrapping bamboo

Making round sticks

It is used for
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Rounding edges of strips

a typical page of the tool kit manual
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Tool Kit Manual Design

Tool Kit Manual



Bamboo Craft has a long tradition especially in the
North East.  Craft persons are quite skilled to make a
particular product, which they know how to make
with the existing tools.  New tools do not 'seem' to be
significant in this context.  New product designs and
innovations are necessary for the survival of the craft.
Earnings in new and novel products are higher
making 'repositioning of bamboo craft' possible.
Quite often the general tools in the tool kit are not
sufficient to make 'new products'.  Thus the concept
of 'product specific tools' took shape at the Bambu
Studio of IDC.
A set of product specific tools were innovated to
make 'frame based products'.
 A small note pad, a menu card-holder, a diary
cover and a file-folder were designed at IDC.

Product Specific ToolsProduct Specific Tools
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 product specific tools for the note pad

Product Specific Tools

note pad

General tools

1.Matchette or Dhau
2. Chisel edged rasp file
3. Mini Hack saw
4. Width sizer
5. Thickness sizer
6. IDG gauge
7. Hand drill
8. IDC piercing tool
9. Sand paper Block

Product Specific tools

10.Sheet trimmer
11. Half cut saw
12.Step cutting Jig
13.Step making tool
14. Frame Mould
15. Frame ejector
16. Round stick making die
17. Slot cutting jig
18. Slot making tool

A frame based product 'note pad' needs
18 tools.  In this '9' are general tool in the
tool kit rest of '9 are specific to the product.
Product specific tools include moulds, jigs
and special tools developed for the product.



10.Sheet trimmer:
Photo sheet trimmers are
available in the market.
The trimmer is adopted
with a 'jig attachment' to
give '2' exact lengths of
strips.  Thus the pieces
for 'length' and breadth'
can be cut using the sheet
trimmer effectively.

12.Strip cutting Jig:
Strip cutting jigs is needed to
get the half cuts exactly
without marking.  This jig
guides the half cut saw to
make straight cuts.

11.Half Cut Saw:  To make the frame joint each
strip is to be cut to a depth of 1mm out of 2mm thick
strip.  A special tool is designed to facilitate this.  An
attachment is fixed on mini hacksaw which stops the
cutting once it reaches 1mm depth.  With this 1mm
depth out of 2mm thick strip can be easily cut.

Product Specific Tools

General tools are part of the toolkit. Product
specific tools are described  further.

13. Step making tool:
After making half cut in the
strip at one end the end
piece has to be split to get
a step with half the
thickness i.e. 1mm.  A
special tool is designed for
this in which one end of
the strip can be inserted.  It
splits the strip in half till the
saw cut line.  Thus by
inserting and pushing the
strip into the tool 1mm
strip can be made easily.
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16.Round Stick
making die:   A die of
exact dimention made in
hardened steel is used to
make round sticks for  the
hinge.  Initially square-
sticks  are made with
general tools.The dye can
be placed in a vice and
the square stick
hammered through the
dye  with a mallet to give
round sticks.

Product Specific Tools

18.Slot making tools:  Slot making tool is like
pencil sharpener with its  blade equal to the width of the
slot.  The hinge rod after making the 1mm deep cuts for
the slot, is to be kept in the tool.  The tool is closed and
the rod rotated like a pencil.  A uniform cut of 1mm
depth can be achieved by this.

15.'Frame ejector'
Frame ejector has four
pins  to push out the
frames from the mould
once the glue has dried.
The frame ejector pins
go through the 4 holes
provided in the frame
mould and push the
frame up evenly at all
corners when the
'mould' with 'frame' is
placed over the frame
ejector and pressed
down.

14.Frame Mould:   Frame Mould is made in
polystyrene to prevent it from getting stuck to the mould.
It has 2 mm groove conforming to the frame size.  Strips
with half splits at either end are placed in the frame with
fevicol in between.  This gives exact 90º for the frame.
Clips can be used to give light  pressure while the fevicol
dries.  A small weight can also be placed on the frame
for this purpose.

17.Slot Cutting jig:   Two 20mm
wide slots are to be made on the
hinge rod for winding a thread to
act as a hinge. For this two 1 mm
deep cuts are to be made at 20 mm
distance for each slot.   A specially
made jig makes it easy to make
these cuts at exact position with half
cut saw.  The stick can be turned to
get the cut all along the periphery.
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Small Machines for Bamboo craft

Most of the bamboo craft work takes place in villages all
over the country.  Traditional craft persons have been
efficient with the hand tools available.  Machines,
especially power operated had no role where power
supply is non-existant or unreliable. Consequently
'machines' for Bamboo Craft are new to India.
Countries like China have been using many power
operated machines for bamboo though not necessarily
for craftwork.
With this background 4 hand operated machines were
developed as part of the project.

The development of the
machine went through
several iterations.  One
more modified version
with rubber blocks on
only one side was tried
out.  But the machine
with rubber blocks on
either side was found
more acceptable as it
can take green bamboo
and dry bamboo as well.
The gears in the
machine are machined
to give a 'good mesh'
reducing the noise to
minimum.

Initially strips are to be brought to 4mm
thickness with a dhau or machette to feed
them into the machine. An additional device
was developed  to mark 4mm thickness after
radial splitting and removal of inner node
projections. With the help of the marking
strips can be made to 4mm thickness easily.
 4mm thick strps, up to a width of 30mm
can be inserted into the splitting machine
through the guide on one side and pushed
in between the rollers while rotating the
wheel with the other hand.  The strip gets
split into two as it gets pushed against a
knife edge in the machine. The split strips
come out of the machiene as seen in the
picture.  The machine is simple to operate
and can be learnt by anybody in a days
time.

Small Machines for Bamboo craft

1.Splitting Machine

 A 'Chinese' hand operated splitting machine was
located in one of the workshops attended by prof.Rao
in China, (sponsored by INBAR) prior to the UNDP
Project. Using the machine one can split bamboo
from 4mm thickness to half (ie. 2mm) and further
2mm strips into 1 mm thin strip.
The original Chinese machine is cumbersome to
assemble and adjust, as the 'cast frame'  in steel is not
machined.  The blade adjustment is tedious to make
a normal craft person in a village.
The structural members of the machine were
redesigned for simple assembly.  New type of blade
fixing was developed which has clear top access to fix
or remove the screws thus making it easy to adjust as
well as maintain the blade.

Hardened Spring Steel used for cutter blades ensures
efficiency and durability. Four rubber blocks act as
springs.  The weight of the machine is about 10 kgs.
 It can be fixed at one end of table.  A 4" projection in
the table is required to fix the machine.
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2. Width Sizer

The width sizer is of Japanese origin located in Thailand prior to
UNDP project.  Bamboo strips can be sized to uniform width
with the width sizer.  It is a handy gadget very useful for craft
person to make uniform sized strips at a fast rate.
The Width Sizer was redesigned with few improvements.
 In the width sizer two cutting blades fixed on metal blocks move
on a screw.  Screw is threaded with opposing screw thread
angles on either side.  Due to this when the knob is rotated the
blocks move in opposite directions.  A bottom groove above the
blocks on the surface of the main body has been introduced to
guide the blocks.  The blocks are also spring loaded to ensure
firm movement of the blocks without lateral shake.  The body is
cast in Aluminium alloy.  Blades are made of hardened spring
steel.
The Width sizer can be fixed with two screws on any wooden
surface.

3.Thickness Sizer

 The thickness sizer is also of Japanese
origin located in Thailand.  It  has been
redesigned for ease of operation with
improved looks.  Thickness sizer enables
the user to shave bamboo strips to uniform
thickness.  The strips also get a smooth
finish.  An eccentric roller enables the
thickness quickly.  A wing-nut has been
introduced for easy loosening and
tightening.  A vertical line printed on the
machine helps for zero adjustment of the
blade.  Pictures illustrate different parts of
the width sizer.

Small Machines for Bamboo craft
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4.IDC Sander

 Hand operated Sander is a new innovation made at  IDC.
Needfor hand operated sander forbaqmboo craft was identified.
The base  mechanism of hand grinder readily available in the Indian market
has been used. This  gives  high speed with hand rotation.
A  wheel made of Aluminium is mounted on  the shaft instead of grinder
wheel. Sand paper of good quality is stuck on this wheel.
 A removable wooden stand is designed to give support to bamboo pieces
while sanding.
Full diametre of the sander wheel can be used after moving out the stand, for
special  uses like sanding small basket rim.  IDC sander can be fixed at one
end of the table easily.  4" projection in the table top is required to fix the
sander.   The 3" width of Sander wheel is useful for sanding  from one end.
As the handle is rotated the Sander picks up speed due to flywheel effect.
Fine  finish can be easily obtained using IDC Sander.  At the bottom a foam
strip is given.Long bamboo strips can be finished by pulling them through the
bottom side of the Sander wheel as it is rotated.

Small Machines for Bamboo craftt
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Different uses of sander



Small Machine  Manual

An Instruction  Manual for
all the  four machines was
prepared as no instruction
brochures are available  for
these gadgets.  Each working
operation is described step
by step through line
illustrations for clarity of the
message.  Complete
maintenance and trouble
shooting instructions  for
each of the machine are
given in the manual.

Machine Manuall
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Portion of a manual with illustration and text

Installing the Splitting

All the machines are ad-
justed and checked at the
factory before
packaging . No adjustments
of blade or rubber blocks
are required to be done by
the user. However all the
screws and bolts can be



Finishes in Bamboo
Craft

Finishes play an important
role in Bamboo Craft.
Finishes can be broadly
divided into mechanical
finishes, chemical finishes
like colouring and
treatments, Application of
coatings like lacquer,
paints, etc.

Finishes in bamboo craft

 Set of sand paper blocks
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Mechanical Finishes:

Most of the traditional bamboo craft is done in green stage.
Strips are normally finished with a knife-edge, which gives a
smoothfinish.
Once the strips dry the unevenness of finish can be seen and
felt.  At the dry stage finishing with sand paper is essential for
'fine finish'  Some amount of sand paper finishing is required
after a first coat of lacquer, as the fibers tend to swell.
In the tool kit a sand paper pad and a sand paper file are
given for smooth finishing. IDC Sander also can be used for
finishing strips.
 A set of Sand paper blocks also are developed.  These sand
paper blocks help to finish products with curvatures.



Colouring with Natural dyes:

Among chemical finishing, colouring with Natural dyes
becomes important.  Several colours with natural dyes
were identified  and further developed.  Some
procedures previously developed at B.C.D.I. (Agartala),
were verified and modified for acceptability for export.

The six colours are :

· Brown 1 with Katha

· Brown 2 with Tea leaves

· Brown 3 with Cow Urine

· Black with Haritakki

· Yellow with Turmeric (Haldi)

· Blue with Indigo

· Orange with Manjista

Finishes in bamboo craft

Bamboo strips coloured  with natural dyes
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Leach Test

Whether bamboo products are safe after using
mordants like potassium dichromate (though in small
quantities) is important question to be addressed.  For
this Leach test is done on coloured bamboo to know
its acceptability for different purposes.  Leach test
consists of keeping the coloured bamboo strips cut
into small strips, in water which is stirred from time to
time for 24 hours and testing the chemicals leached
out from the strips into the water.
Leach test helped to develop and choose colouring
procedures which are within the acceptable limits.

Colour fastness to light

All the natural colours tend to fade with constant
exposure to sunlight due to its ultra violet radiation.
Various colours obtained with natural dyes were tested
for colour fastness to light and the colour fastness as
per the test for each colour is given in the colour
manual.

Finishes in bamboo craft
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Colouring  Manual

All the colouring
procedures, as well as
procedures for
preservative treatments
are brought out in a
step by step easy to
follow illustrated
manual.

Since Bamboo Craft items are ideal ecofriendly
products 'natural dyes' are used for colouring.  But all
the natural dyes do not have permanent colour
retaining properties.  For these reasons chemicals like
ferrous sulphate and potassium dichromate are used
as 'mordants' which help the colour retention and
bonding with bamboo.



Preserving Bamboo

Bamboo is a natural material with certain inherent
properties such as high moisture, sugar and starch
content which makes it vulnerable to attack from various
pests, like termites, borers and fungi.
Hence bamboo and bamboo craft products have to be
treated to increase their durability, by protecting them
against attack by fungi and borers.
Preservation methods have to be carefully selected. Some
chemicals can be effective, but toxic and polluting to the
environment and hence cannot be used for treating
bamboo that is to be used in handicrafts.
Borers are responsible for over 90% of insect damages
on harvested culms and finished bamboo products.
By and large all species of insects have very similar life
cycles. The life cycle consists of various stages beginning
from egg to a larval and then pupa and finally an adult
insect. It is the larval stage that causes most damage.
The adults burrow through wounds, cracks or cut ends
into the culm and make horizontal tunnels around
culms, where eggs are deposited. Larvae bore
longitudinally in the culm. Heavy infestation results in
numerous criss-crossing tunnels, which are tightly filled
with excreta. The fully developed larvae make chambers
in which they pupate. Adults emerge out through the
external rind just above their pupal chambers.

Some preventive and preservative measures have been
developed against these borers in the pre-harvest
phase and post-harvest stage.
Pre-harvest treatment measures are taken largely at the
time of harvesting.
It is generally believed that the attack of borers on
bamboos is highest when the harvesting is done during
the full moon phase. Some studies have shown that the
moisture level in culms increases with the waning of the
moon and decreases with the waxing of the moon. This
fortnightly rhythm in relative moisture content is the
only lunar periodicity known to occur in the
metabolism of the growing bamboo.  Nevertheless,
felling of bamboos based on the moon's phases is a
traditional practice to reduce borer incidence, and
seems to be effective in certain species of bamboo.
The timing and age of felling are very important.
Culms will have less soluble carbohydrates, proteins
and moisture as they get older, and they are less active
physiologically in winter season and thus more resistant
to the timber borers. Hence, harvesting only culms over
3-4 years old and felling at winter season are
particularly  recommended.
After felling, treating culms physically or chemically can
significantly improve their resistance to borers as well
as to fungus.

Finishes in bamboo craft
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Preservatory Treatments for Bamboo:

It is important to treat bamboo before any processing is
done though some finishes do offer resistance to  insect
attack.
Bamboo is highly prone to fungus and insect attack due
to the 'sugar' content in it.  However, thin strips of
bamboo are less affected as the cellulose in between
the layers of bamboo reduces to a great extent in the
stripping process.  Two preservative treatments were
developed and tested for fungus in controlled conditions
with the help of  a humidity chamber.
Alum test of treating bamboo strips with 10% Alum was
found effective as an antifungus treatment.
 Borax Boric acid treatment developed at B.C.D.I. was
verified and found to be effective.
A detailed note on preservation of bamboo is given
here.
Step by step procedures are given in the Colour
Manual.



Chemical treatment

Chemical treatment with insecticides and preservatives
has been the most widely used method in controlling
post-harvest pests of bamboos.
Various preservatives have been recommended and used
in different countries:
5% water solution of copper-chrome-arsenic composition
(CCA);
5-6% water solution of copper sulphate-potassium
dichromate-borax (CCB);
5-6% water solution of boric acid-borax-sodium
pentachlorophenate in 0.8 :1:1 or 1:1:5 ratio (BBP);
2-3% water solution of borax:boric acid in 5:1 ratio;
and
10% or 20-25% water solution of copper sulphate.
These are mostly applied by soaking under normal
temperature, cold or heated conditions, or under high
pressure.

However methods using strong chemicals like
arcenic or DDT in post harvest bamboo is not
advisable for bamboo to be used in
handicrafts.

Chemical Treatment of cut bamboo and
bamboo strips

We have used alum, borax-boric acid treatment for
both cut bamboo and for strips. A six percent
aqueous solution is made by dissolving 3 grams of
boric acid and 3 grams of Borax in 100 ml of water.
The cut bamboo and the strips are boiled in this
solution for 20 minutes. Soaking of the bamboo and
the strips can also be done. This treatment is effective
against borers.

Boiling strips and cut bamboo in 5% to 10% Alum is
effective against fungal growth up to a humidity of
80%. No treatment was found effective above a
Humidity level of 80%.

In the BambU Studio in IDC these experiments have
been conducted in a controlled humidity chamber. In
this chamber both temperature and humidity can be
controlled and hence the efficacy of the treatment
studied at various levels of humidity.

Simple methods such as storage of the bamboo in a
dry and well lighted place, can also prevent fungal
growth.

Smoking of Bamboo reduces the moisture content
thereby preventing fungal growth.

Finishes in bamboo craft
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Traditional methods for Preservation

A  traditional  simple method of preservation is to
immerse felled bamboo culms in water.
This method may be effective only in preventing
damages from bostrychid beetles.
Heating of culms by fire or boiling water, or putting
them under direct sunlight in hot summer can kill borers
in the culms.



Smoke Finish :

Smoking is a method of treatment used traditionally in
North East. People smoke baskets in their houses
above the cooking stove, sometimes for months.

However, a smoke chamber offers a controlled 'finish'
to give required colour. Smoking also  improves the
resistance  of bamboo to fungus and insect- attack.
Smoke chamber is a simple closed room. Sawdust or
organic waste is burnt below to give smoke. Bamboo
craft products are loaded in the two shelves  2 feet
above the burning (low) fuel giving smoke.
Smoking around 8 hours gives a golden yellow finish
in bamboo baskets. !4 hours of smoking gives an
attractive brown colour. One can smoke further to get
deeper shades of brown.
Smoking also dries the bamboo fully.

Smoke chamber built at IDC various itmes kept for smoking

Finishes in bamboo craft

Smoked bamboo samples
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A smoke chamber
was designed, built
and tested at IDC.
 The smoke chamber
designed by IDC
measures  4' x 6' x 8',
built with ordinary
bricks and mud or
cement.  The doors in
the frame are made in
sheet metal.  A village
mason can easily
build and fit a door.



Melamine Finish:

Melamine can be sprayed on to bamboo craft articles
and a good finish obtained.
If required lacquer or melamine can be sprayed on a
smoked article.

Staining Bamboo:

Wood stains can be used effectively on bamboo craft
products.  Special techniques of hand application can
bring out the craft quality.
Stains and lacquers are readily available in the market.
Its use is demonstrated in various workshops conducted
under the project.

Finishes in bamboo craft

Finishing with Lacquers and Paints:

Lacquering is quite common for bamboo craft products.
Generally 'touch wood', an easily available clear lacquer
is applied by craft persons.  The glossy grade is generally
used.  Due to the poor pre-finish of the bamboo craft
products and the fevicol applied on the product, the
effect of glossy finish is uneven and unattractive.

However application of touch wood clear laquer of 'Mat'
grade gives a protective layer with a natural looking 'mat'
finish.
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Phase - II
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Phase II of the
project focussed on
productionising of
the tool kits and
small machines as
well as technology
transfer.
Training and
developing training-
methods became
main concerns.
The task  took
shape  through
Micro Common
Facility Centres
(MCFCS) three of
which were taken
up by IDC in
North East as
testing grounds



Productionising Tool Kits

50 tool kits were taken up for trial production in the
second phase. Productionising  tool kits proved to be a
difficult task as no manufacturer was willing to take up
the production due to the small numbers and uncertain
future demand.
Some attempts  were made to get the kit manufactured
in North East.   But the lack of infrastructure facility,
slow pace of work made the task unviable.
Finally IDC took up the task of assigning the work to
different sub-contractors in Mumbai as no single
manufacturer had the ability to deal with the complexity.
Tool kit has 33 items, only 12 were readily available in
the market.  2 items - pruning saw and pruning
scissors were to be imported.  No Indian manufacturer
is making pruning saw.  Pruning scissors being made
in the country currently were not of good quality.
Several items had combination of materials like steel
and wood, which made the task complex.

Metal cutting

The IDC gauge needed a high accuracy.  'Skan-Tech' a
Mumbai based company agreed, as a special case,
 to develop and produce the gauges with 'laser cutting'.
Laser cutting facility proved to be a boon as all the tools
which had cutting blades made of steel were laser cut.
Laser cutting gives accurate cut with further advantage
of no initial capital investment for 'Tooling'.

Following tools have laser cut steel components.

1.Half round scraper
2.Jig-plane
3.IDC width sizer
4.IDC weaving tool
5.Machette
6. Propping knife
7.IDC multi purpose knife
8.IDC fine splitting knife

Spring steel with high carbon was used in all cases
except for IDC gauge which is of S.S. All the tools were
hardened after grinding the cutting edges.

Grinding the tools

 Some of the tools like Multipurpose knife and Half
round scrapper  were difficult to grind in the required
shape without proper jigs.  After trying couple of small
manufacturers, Precision grinding (Rajesh Patel) took up
the task.

Productionising Tool Kits

Following manufacturing trades were involved. in
the manufacture of tool kits.

Blackodising the steel parts:
All the blades of tools were blackodized to prevent
rusting. This laso  improved the looks.
Hardening and Blackodising were done by two separate
sub-contractors.
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IDC multipurpose knife being ground to shape



Wooden parts
Many items had wooden parts.  Round handles were to
be turned.  Different parties had to be assigned the task
of making different parts.  More sub-contractors were
chosen as the 'time available was limited'.

Hot stamping:
A logo was hot stamped
on all the wooden parts
to give an identity to the
tools.

Grinding of Emery stones:

Emery stone in the tool kit was
cut to exact angle required for
sharpening the pruning saw.  As
the standard triangular stones
were with 60º edges (equilateral
triangle) a special grinding had
to be adopted to get the
required angle.

Productionising Tool Kits

Machettes being assembled after the parts are made in different places

Screen Printing:
Templates, punched in
plastic and the work board
were screen printed to get
the required markings.

a.Wood turning
1. Propping Knife
2. IDC multipurpose knife
3. Rasp chisel file
4. IDC piercing tool
5. IDC weaving tool

b.Wood Carpentry work
1. Key hole saw
2. IDC fine splitting knife
3. Jig plane
4. Sand paper pad
5. IDC width sizer
6. Sand paper pad
7. Machette

Following tools had wooden parts.
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Metal shaping:

Some tools involved 3-D
shaping in metal.
IDC propping knife had
to be brought into shape
by a Smith, after laser
cutting the blanks to
required shape. Local
Smith had a problem to
bring it to the required
shape in his traditional
style without using a die.
Few interactions with the
Smith lead to developiga
cast iron die  which was
given to him

Productionising Tool Kits

shaping a laser cut blank into propping knife by the local smith

Steps in shaping the the propping knife

IDC width sizer was bent to shape
with heating selectively on a gas
flame after laser cutting pre-
hadened steel sheet to the required
profile.

Rim binding needle was cut into
half at one end of a steel rod and
pressed.
The other end was ground to a
needle shape.

IDC piercing tool was ground at
one end of a standard 3mm drill
bit.

All the metal shaping operations
demanded different vendors.
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Mr.Sawant grinding the rim binding tool to shape



Punching in plastic
and paper:

Some parts like templates
were punched.  A 'punch-
die' was specially made to
punch elliptical and
circular shapes from a
polypropylene sheet.
Sand paper for sand
paper pad and sand
paper file were punched
to exact shape, as it was
economical and accurate
process for the purpose.

Folder for the tools

A foldable folder to keep 11
tools was developed.  The
folder was made of
Polypropylene (PP) fluted
board and foam rubber
(EVA).  The parts were
punched with a special
punch made for the purpose
and assemble by riveting.
The choice of Material and
Process made low
number manufacture
possible .

Productionising Tool Kits

punch die and the punched bottom part to house 11 items in the tool kit
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Folder for Hack saw and Steel rule:
A separate Folder for hacksaw and steel rule was
punched and shaped in PP fluted board.



Tool kit bag was fabricated on
the lines of a standard bag
incorporating few special
features.

 A reinforcement with  'fibre
board' (PP) of 1.5mm thick was
incorporated at the top, bottom
and sides to give increased
strength to carry the weight of the
tools.

 Pouches  of required shape and
size were stitched on inner side of
the top cover to accommodate
parts like work board, template,
Tool kit Manual, Rasp chisel file,
sand paper pad, emery stones
and needle files.

 A punched fluted PP sheet
combined with 20mm thick foam
was inserted in the bottom of bag
to keep parts like Matchette,
Rasp chisel file, Fevicol, Wooden
box, Hand drill, Sand paper pad
and IDC Width Sizer.

 On the top cover of the bag a
'seethal patti' mat dyed with
Katha was stitched to give a
special identity to tool bag.

 A powder coated frame with
better detailing for fixing was
incorporated inside the tool kit.

Productionising the small machines

Productionising the small machines posed
comparitively less problems as a small manufaturer
Mr.Kadiru Jayaram who has a technical back ground
came forward to manufacture them inspite of low
margin of profit.

Splitting machine frames were sand cast and
machined.Machining reduced the assembly problems.

Readily available gears were used initially. Later the
manufacturer got them machined as the increased
accuracy reduced the noise and  effort required to
operate the machine.

Rubber blocks for the splitting machine were specially
moulded to give required hardness which is essential
for good performance.

The other machines had aluminium castings which
were sand cast and machined.

The blocks in the width sizer were further developed by
‘Kadirus’ by providing ‘spring loading’ to reduce the
earlier vibrations.

IDC Sander makes use of the readily available gear
mechanism in the hand grinder.

Most of the metal parts are powder coated for better
finish and aesthetic appeal.All the cutting blades are
hardened.

Due care is given to users’ convenience by adding
small accessaries like spanner,glue, additional blades
etc, as suppliments to the machines.

Tool Kit Bag

The bag being stitched at Dharavi.

 legs being fixed on the bottom side of the bag

Productionising Tool Kits and Small Machines
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Specially shaped plastic legs were chosen for better looks.

Thick nylon cloth in olive green shade was chosen for
the bag for durability and identity.



An agreement with both
the parties has been
reached by IITBombay  to
produce the tool kits and
machines to the required
quality at approved prices
for a year.  Tool kits and
the machines are checked
and certified by IITBombay
for a small charge to
ensure the quality.

Vendor Development for Tool kit and Small
Machines:

In the phase II, as the 50 tool kits were made and
supplied for further distribution,  concept of MCFC was
proposed by IDC . IDC was also assigned to supply
400 tool kits by DC(Handicrafts) and 100 tool kits by
C.B.T.C. (Cane and Bamboo Technology Centre).  In
addition 36 sets of machines for 18 MCFCs by DC(H)
and 24 splitting machines and 8 sets of all machines
by C.B.T.C. were requisitioned.
Based on the experience and know how generated in
making the 50 tool kits in the Phase II and 10 sets of
machines in Phase I, two vendors were identified.
Lamicraft Enterprises of Mumbai supplied 500 tool kits.
Kadirus, Mumbai produced '60' sets of the 4 small
machines developed at IDC.  Technology transfer was
effectively made  resulting  in  good quality.

Price :   Rs.5,050/-per each(retail price
                                                including taxes)

                               (15% charge for retail sale
                              +

                   15.3% sales tax in  Maharashtra
                               is taken into account in the above price)

Tool kit:

Manufacturer :   Lamicraft Enterprise
Address :                 12, Vakharia Industrial Estate, 1st Floor,

     Ram Mandir Road,  Goregaon (West),
     Mumbai - 400 104.

Prices :

Splitting Machine      -Rs.4,715/- each+ taxes (retail
                                       price )
Width Sizer           -Rs.1,095/- each+ taxes (retail
                                        price)
Thickness Sizer          -Rs. 805/- each+ taxes (retail
                                        price )
IDC Sander -Rs.1,610/- each + taxes(retail
                                       price )
A commission of 15% for retail sale over the whole sale  price was
approved by IITBombay.

Small Machines:

Manufacturer:             M/s. Kadirus,

Address : 10-Darshan Udyog Bhavan,
Safed Pool,

                                     Andheri-Kurla Road,
              Mumbai-400 072.

Vendor Development
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Rates for selling the Tool kits and Small machines by the
above parties was approved by IIT Bombay under an
agreement for 1 year are given in the next columns.



Development of Moulds,
Jigs, fixtures:

Use of Moulds and Jigs for
controlling shape and size
 is new to Bamboo Craft
persons in the Country.
 It plays an important role
in getting exact sizes and
better finishes, especially in
parts like rims of baskets,
plates etc.

3-D Moulds:

3-Dimensional moulds
are used to get the exact
3 dimensional shapes.
For small baskets solid
wooden moulds are
made to get exact
dimensions.  Wooden
(turned )moulds were
developed for small
basket and flower basket.

 Moulds, Jigs, fixtures

2-D Moulds:

2-Dimensional moulds for rims of trays and
baskets were developed and introduced in
workshops through MCFCs.  2-D moulds for
circular and elliptical shapes of different sizes
were developed using new-wood.
Positive moulds are used to get accurate inner
dimensions and negative moulds are used to
get exact outer dimensions.

For larger products it will
be more economical to
use knock-down moulds
made of ply wood as they
would be more
economical and
convenient to carry after
disassembling.
A waste paper basket
mould is seen in the
picture.This mould has an
advantage for weaving as
it is hallow space  in
between the ribs.
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Small basket with wooden mould inside



Knock down Moulds
Knock-down moulds can be made using several plates of the same shape. A
knock down mould in ply wood for a bowl shape used for coil technique  can be
seen above.  Knock-down moulds are easy to make as the cross sectional profile
can be drwan on sheet material and cut  easily. 2planks like in the waste paper
basket or 4 like in the mould above can be made depending on requirement..

 Moulds, Jigs, fixturess:

Split Moulds

Split moulds or collapsable moulds are used to make
shapes with undercuts.
A classical flower vase shape is a typical example.  With
collapsable split moulds, central part of the mould is first
removed. after weaving is completed  Remaining parts
collapse inside the woven  basket and can be removed
from the small sized mouth of the vase.
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A knock-down mould with 3 plywood planks



Coil technique was adopted from Thailand and further
developed at Bambu Studio of IDC.  In the coil
technique bamboo strips are coiled around a central
wooden piece, which can be rotated on a metal pin
inserted in the work board.
Initially a long strip (according to requirement) is made
by joining various strips in the end with fevi-quick.
One end of this long strip is inserted into  a knotch in
the central wooden piece and wound around by
rotating it.  No glue is applied in between the strips at
this stage.  The strips are stuck in the end with fevi-
quick.  The coiled plate  is shaped into the shape of a
bowl  by slowly pressing it by hand with or using a
mould.
A glue paste is applied on one side or both sides after
it is fully brought into the required shape.  Glue paste
consists of fevicol, sawdust and clay mixed in equal
parts.  UF resin can also be applied to get a
waterproof bowl or plate.

A wooden gadget like 'Charkha' was also developed in
which the strip is coiled directly onto the mould. In this
case a fixing detail was developed for the central piece
with bolts and nuts.

Bowl made of coil techniqueusing a local thali as mould

Rudrapal explaining glue mixture proportionsStarting of a bowl

Coil Technique
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Coil Technique:



Development of Cane Tools

In the first phase of the project focus was on tools for
bamboo.  However in the tool board some of the tools
were common for cane and bamboo. Some  tools were
specific for 'Cane'.  Cane bending tool made of wood
is quite commonly used by craft-persons for cane
furniture.  Dhau and Small Knives were used for
splitting and finishing Cane.  Width sizing in cane was
done by pulling cane between two different knives kept
at a particular angle.  However an innovative
combination of these knives were made use of, in
Andaman Nicobar Islands by having wooden pieces
to vary the height at which the cane is pulled.  Since
the two knives were at an angle different heights will
automatically  give different widths.  Thus the craft
person uses the 4 wooden blocks to get 4 different
fixed sizes for finishing cane. from top to bottom as
required to get bigger or smaller uniform width.

Set of 8 cane tools developed at IDC

Cane Tools

cane width sizing in Andaman and Nicobar islands
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Based on the study of these cane tools and the general
requirements starting from cutting, peeling, bending,
finishing and strip making '8' tools were developed at
IDC.  Three variations in scrapper with different hand
grips were made and used to get a feedback.  8 tools
were finalised.



1.Cane Scrapper

Normally scrapping is done with the dhau which has a
straight edge  and becomes less efficient for finishing
especially at the curvatures.
Cane scrapper was developed as a handy tool
optimized after trying different blade profiles and grips.
The blade is made of hardened spring steel.  It is useful
for scrapping cane in the beginning to remove skin as
well as when it is bent to remove the burnt portions.

Cane Tools

Cane being scrapped at the inside cuvature with a dhau at
Andaman Nicobar Islands

Cane scrapper developed at IDC
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2.Rounding Plane:

Few varieties of  Canes
have tough skin.It
takes  longer time to
scrap such cane.
A  half round plane
with a half round
blade was made to
finish the round Cane.
The rounding plane is
effective as more force
can be exerted in the
push mode. 3.Pull-Push Rounding Plane:

Pull-push rounding plane is useful when the hard cane
skin has to be removed in certain types of cane.  It has
been provided with two handles on either so that both
hands can be used for operation.

Cane Tools
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4.Radius Plane:

Radius plane is an IDC innovation.  It is conceived out of the need to finish bent
portions of cane.  Cane gets blackened when bent using a blow torch which is the
common practice in India.  Finishing the bent Cane becomes difficult and time
consuming.  The Radius plane has '3' parts connected by an elastic string.  The
middle part has the rounded blade. The other two parts help in guiding the plane
around the curvature.  The guiding helps in working with certain speed.

Cane Tools
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5.Rounding Sand
Paper block:

Rounding sand paper
block is half round block
stuck with a cloth based
sand paper across its
length.  It is very useful in
fine finishing of Cane.



6.Radius Sanding
Blocks

Radius Sanding Blocks
(RBS)  has 3 blocks
connected with elastic
string.  All the blocks
have half round crevice
in which Sand paper is
fixed.  It is very handy to
finish the bent cane.  It is
possible to reverse the
curvature of RBS to finish
inside the bent radius due
to the elastic string
connecting the blocks.

Cane Tools
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7.Width Sizer for Cane:

Width sizer for Cane is based on smilar tool
used in Andaman Nicobar Islands.
However, in the traditional style of use at
Andaman the two knives fixed in wood keep
coming out after some time and the angle
adjustment each time it is fixed is
cumbersome and time consuming.

In the IDC design the cutting blades are
bent to give a flat horizontal surface,
making it possible to screw them on to a
wooden base easily.  The 4 wooden pieces
to give different heights are also fixed with
thicker bolt instead of a 'nail', which was
used earlier.

8.Thickness sizer for Cane

Thickness  sizing in Cane is currently done by a 'dhau'
or knife placed on a bamboo or wooden block and
pulling the Cane in between. The thickness sizer for
cane has an adjustable blade fixed on one side of a
wooden plank.  Cane strip is pulled through the tool.

Cane Tools
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Feed back workshop at Nagaland

A feed back workshop was organized at 'Cane Concepts', Dimapur, Nagaland.
 Ms. Hekali Zhimomi, M.D. of N.H.H.D.C. and other prominent persons dealing with
Cane also attended the workshop.
Tools in the Bamboo tool kit which can be used for cane as well as cane tools were
demonstrated and given for trials.
Most of the tools were appreciated.
Width sizer for Cane was found delicate for production run as it is constantly used.
However the idea of fixing the blades was appreciated.  With the help of the IDC
student, Mr.Kumaresan who  was doing his summer training at  Cane Concepts,
a sturdier model was locally fabricated and tried out.
One more set of tools was given to C.B.T.C. for trials and feedback.
Since the U.N.D.P. Project was coming to a close, it was felt that '10' sets made may be
further given by DC(H) to different groups and follow up action taken by R.D.T.D.C.
for further spread.

Cane Tools
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Cane workers at ‘Cane Concepts’one

Avinash Shinde explaining one of the tools A  craftsman trying one of the tools



Validation of Cane Tools

 'Cane Tools' were demonstrated in the workshop held at
‘cane cocpts’ in the morning session.  In the afternoon
detailed discussion was held with the craftsmen of the
'Cane Concept'  regarding the use of these tools.  They
also made use of these tools and gave the feed back.
The following tools were demonstrated.

1. Scrapper

2. Rounding Plane

3. Hinged Plane

4. Rounding Plane with Handles

5. Rounding Sandpaper Block

6. Hinged Sandpaper Block

7. Cane Width Sizer

8. Cane Thickness Sizer

3.Width Sizer

• It should be adoptable for wider strips of cane as well.
• Double size of the existing one is preferable.
• It should be sturdy.

4.Thickness Sizer

• Blade can be variable (movable) so that the thickness of cane pulling can be varied.
• It should be sturdy.

There was no significant feed back on the other items.  Generally they seem to accept the
other tools.  Certain tools from the 'Tool Kit' like multi purpose knife were also highly
appreciated.

In the next couple of days the craftsmen at 'Cane Concept' themselves modified this tools
based on the concepts given by us with the help of one IDC Student Mr.Kumaresan
who was going through practical training at 'Cane Concept' for a month.  These
modifications have been documented on the Video.

 feedback

1.Scrapper:

• Scraper should have 2 handles.
• It should have different radii to fit bigger or smaller size cane

2.Rounding Plane

• Bigger size than the existing one is required.  1½ times of the existing size is preferable.
• Blade should be tightly fixed
• Blade should project out little more.

Cane Toolss
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